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To a finite abelian extension of algebraic number fields Kk with Galois group G,
one can attach an n th Stickelberger ideal I(n) for each non-negative integer n.
When k$ is an intermediate field, we also consider the extension Kk$, and show that
the associated n th Stickelberger ideal I$(n) is contained in I(n). Consequently, if a
conjecture on the annihilation of the Quillen K-group K2n of the ring of integers OK
by I(n) holds for Kk, then it also holds for Kk$.  1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Fix a totally real number field k, an abelian Galois extension Kk, and
a finite set S of places of k, containing all of the archimedean places and
all of the places that ramify in Kk. In this situation, the values at zero of
the associated L-functions or, equivalently, of the associated partial zeta
functions, are used to define the Stickelberger ideal, as we will describe
below. Brumer conjectured that this ideal would annihilate the ideal class
group of K, and Stark later added some further refinements, creating the
BrumerStark conjecture. In [6], Hayes proved a base-change theorem for
the BrumerStark conjecture, using an idea of Popescu [8], and building
upon earlier work of ours [10]. Acting on a suggestion of Hayes, and
adapting the idea of Popescu, we show in this paper how to obtain base-
change results for higher Stickelberger ideals, which are defined using the
values of partial zeta functions at negative integers. A generalization of
Brumer’s conjecture is that a higher Stickelberger ideal should annihilate a
certain K-group of the ring of integers of K. We prove a base-change
theorem for this conjecture as well, and use our theorem to obtain further
consequences of work that has been done on this conjecture in the past.
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HIGHER STICKELBERGER IDEALS:
STATEMENT OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Denote the abelian Galois group of Kk by G=Gal(Kk). If a is an
integral ideal of k none of whose prime factors belong to S, we notate
this condition as (a, S)=1 and let _a be the well-defined element of G
associated with a via the Artin map. We also let Na denote the absolute
norm of a.
As in Tate [12, IV:1.5], we define a generalized Stickelberger element
%(s) which belongs to the group ring of the group G with coefficients in the
ring M(C) of meromorphic functions on the complex plane C. For s # C
with real part R(s)>1, the definition is
%(s)=%S(s)= :
(a, S)=1
Na&s_&1a
= :
_ # G \ :
_a=_
(a, S)=1
Na&s+ _&1
= :
_ # G
‘S(s, _) _&1.
The last equality provides the standard definition of the partial zeta func-
tions ‘(s, _). These are known to extend meromorphically to the entire
complex plane under our assumption that Kk is an abelian extension.
Then %=%S(0) is often called the Stickelberger element; we call %(&n)=
%S(&n) the n th higher Stickelberger element when n is a positive integer.
Now fix a totally real field k$ intermediate between k and K, and denote
the Galois group of Kk$ by G$=Gal(Kk$). So GG$ Gal(k$k), and we
define S$ to be the set of places of k$ which lie above those in S. Note that
even if S is minimal for Kk, the set S$ may not be minimal for Kk$. Let
%$(s)=%S$ (s) be the generalized Stickelberger element associated with the
extension Kk$ and the set S$. We are interested in the effect of changing
the base field from k to k$, beginning with the relationship between %(s)
and %$(s).
If / # G , we put /[_]=/(_) _ and extend the definitions of /(_) and
/[_] by M(C)-linearity to
/( } ): M(C)[G]  M(C)
and
/[ } ]: M(C)[G]  M(C)[G].
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Finally, we define
;(s)= ‘
/(G$)=1
/ # G , /{1
/[%(s)].
Let us collect the initial facts which we will use about %(s), %$(s), and
;(s).
Proposition 1. %$(s)=%(s) ;(s).
Proof. This is equivalent to the statement that
(%$(s))= ‘
/(G$)=1
/ # G
(/[%(s)])
for each  # G . The left hand side here is LS$ (s, |G$) while the /-term on
the right hand side is LS(s, /), so equality follows from the induction
property of Artin L-functions. K.
Proposition 2. For each non-negative integer n,
%(&n), ;(&n) # Q[G] and %$(&n) # Q[G$].
Proof. The statements about % and %$ follow from the KlingenSiegel
theorem [11]. Using the first of these facts, the statement about ;(&n)
then follows from the definition. K
Now fix the non-negative integer n. As in [4, 2] define wn+1 (K) to be
the largest integer m such that the Galois group of K(‘m)K has exponent
dividing n+1, where ‘m denotes an m th root of unity.
Proposition 3. For each integral ideal a of k with (a, S)=1 and
(a, wn+1 (K))=1, we have
(1&Nan+1_&1a ) %(&n) # Z[G].
Proof. As described in [2, Theorem 2.4], this key fact follows from the
deep theorem of Deligne and Ribet [5]. K
If a is an integral ideal of k such that (a, S)=1 and (a, wn+1 (K))=1,
then it follows from Lemma 6 of [4] that the residue class of Nan+1
(mod wn+1 (K)) depends only on _=_a , and that wn+1 (K) is the largest
modulus for which this is true. Denote a representative of this residue class
by N_n+1. We see from Proposition 3 that
wn+1 (K) %(&n) # Z[G]
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and
(1&N_n+1_&1) %(&n) # Z[G]
for each _ # G.
Define Ann(n+1)/Z[G] to be the ideal
Ann(n+1)={:= :_ # G a__ # Z[G]: :_ # G a_N_
n+1#0 (mod wn+1 (K))= .
Note that this is just the ideal generated by the elements 1&N_n+1_&1 for
_ # G, along with wn+1 (K). Hence we obtain a modified version of Proposi-
tion 3 which will be most useful to us.
Proposition 3$. Ann(n+1) %(&n)/Z[G].
Now define
I(n)=Ann(n+1) %(&n),
which is clearly an ideal of Z[G]. When n=0, the ideal I(0) has been
called the Stickelberger ideal of Kk (for the set S). For n>0, we will call
I(n) the n th higher Stickelberger ideal of Kk (for the set S). Making these
same constructions for Kk$ with the set S$, we obtain the ideals
Ann$(n+1) and I$(n) of Z[G$].
Proposition 4. Ann$(n+1)/Ann(n+1).
Proof. This follows from the fact [4, Lemma 12] that Ann(n+1) is
generated by the elements 1&Npn+1_&1p , where p runs through the first
degree primes of k such that (p, S)=1 and (p, wn+1 (K))=1. Alternatively,
it is known that Ann(n+1) is the annihilator in the group ring Z[G] of
the group Wn+1 (K) of wn+1 (K) th roots of unity, where the action of an
element _ # G on ‘ # Wn+1 (K) is defined by extending _ to an element of
Gal(K(Wn+1 (K))k), taking the (n+1)st power of this element, and apply-
ing it to ‘. Proposition 4 is then an immediate consequence of this inter-
pretation of Ann(n+1) as an actual annihilator ideal. K
In the next section, we will use the results presented in Propositions 14
to prove the following additional integrality property of ;(&n).
Main Theorem. Let : # Ann$(n+1). Then :;(&n) # Ann(n+1). In
particular, :;(&n) lies in the integral group ring Z[G].
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Corollary. I$(n)/I(n).
Proof. An element of I$(n) is of the form :%$(&n) for some
: # Ann$(n+1). But :%$(&n)=:;(&n) %(&n) by Proposition 1, and
:;(&n) # Ann(n+1) by the Main Theorem. Hence :;(&n) %(&n) # I(n),
by the definition of I(n). K
The generalization of Brumer’s conjecture to this setting is the following.
Conjecture (see [2]). Let OK be the ring of integers of K and, for each
nonnegative integer n, let K2n (OK) be the associated K-group of Quillen.
Then I(n) annihilates the finite group K2n (OK).
Theorem A. If the higher Stickelberger ideal I(n) for the extension Kk
and the set of primes S annihilates K2n (OK), then so does the Stickelberger
ideal I$(n) for Kk$ and the set S$ of primes above S in k$.
Proof. This follows immediately from the Corollary. K
Note that K0 (OK) is isomorphic to Cl(K)Z, where Cl(K) denotes the
ideal class group of K. So when n=0, the Conjecture is in fact equivalent
to Brumer’s conjecture. It holds true when n=0 for k=Q by Stickel-
berger’s theorem. The Corollary then implies that the Conjecture holds true
when n=0 for any base field if K is absolutely abelian and S contains all
the primes dividing the discriminant of K. But more is known. For the case
of n=0, the BrumerStark conjecture refines the Conjecture above. The
BrumerStark conjecture is true for k=Q (see [12], for example), and a
base-change theorem for the BrumerStark conjecture was proved in [10]
for k=Q, and in [6] for the general case. As mentioned in the Introduc-
tion, this last result provided the inspiration for the proof of our Main
Theorem.
In [3], Coates and Sinnott proved that the Conjecture is true for n=1
and k=Q, up to the 2-part of K2 (OK). Thus we obtain the following result
from the Corollary.
Theorem B. Suppose that K is a complex abelian extension of Q,
that k$ is an intermediate totally real field, and that S$ consists of the
archimedean primes together with the primes of k$ dividing the conductor of
KQ. Then the higher Stickelberger ideal I$(1) associated with the extension
Kk$ and the set S$ annihilates the l-primary subgroup of the finite abelian
group K2 (OK) for each odd prime l.
Also in the case k=Q, Banaszak [1] has proved for all non-negative
integers n that I(&n) annihilates the l-part of the subgroup of elements of
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K2n (OK) which are divisible in K2n (K), for each odd prime l. Combining
this with the Corollary gives another result.
Theorem C. Suppose that K is a complex abelian extension of Q,
that k$ is an intermediate totally real field, and that S$ consists of the
archimedean primes together with the primes of k$ dividing the conductor of
KQ. Then for each non-negative integer n, the higher Stickelberger ideal
I$(n) associated with the extension Kk$ and the set S$ annihilates the l-part
of the subgroup of elements of K2n (OK) which are divisible in K2n (K), for
each odd prime l.
IDENTITIES FOR MATRICES OVER CERTAIN GROUP RINGS:
PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM.
First we state a standard result which can be found in the book of Lang
[7, Chap. 3, Theorems 6.1 and 6.2].
Lemma. For each _ in the finite abelian group G , let X(_ ) be an indeter-
minate. The (X(_ i_ &1j ) i, j) is a square matrix of size r with rows indexed by
i and columns indexed by j. By replacing the last row of this matrix by the
row 1r in which every entry is equal to 1, we obtain a matrix which can be
denoted as
\X(_ i_
&1
j ) i<r
1r + .
The following two formal identities hold in the polynomial ring
C[[X(_ ) : _ # G ]]:
det(X(_ i_ &1j ) i, j)= ‘
 # G
:
_ # G
(_ ) X(_ )
det \X(_ i_
&1
j ) i<r
1r += ‘
{1
 # G
:
_ # G
(_ ) X(_ ).
We now easily obtain descriptions of %$(s) and ;(s) as determinants.
Corollary. For each _ # GG$, define the _ -part of %(s) by
%(s, _ )= :
_ # _
‘S(s, _&1) _.
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Then
%$(s)=det(%(s, _ i _ &1j ) i, j)
and
;(s)=det \%(s, _ i_
&1
j ) i<r
1r + .
Proof. We apply the lemma with G =GG$. Substituting %(s, _ ) for X(_ )
in the first identity, we find that
det(%(s, _ i_ &1j ) i, j)= ‘
 # G
:
_ # G
(_ ) %(s, _ )= ‘
/(G$)=1
/ # G
/[%(s)].
Using Proposition 1, we see that this last expression equals %$(s), so the
first identity of the corollary is established.
In the same way, substituting %(s, _ ) for X(_ ) in the second identity of
the lemma, we find that
det \%(s, _ i_
&1
j ) i<r
1r += ‘
{1
 # G
:
_ # G
(_ ) %(s, _ )
= ‘
/(G$)=1
/ # G , /{1
/[%(s)]=;(s).
This establishes the second identity of the corollary. K
Proof of the Main Theorem. Recall that the arbitrary non-negative
integer n has been fixed. We start with the identity of the last Corollary,
and set s=&n. Thus
;(&n)=det \%(&n, _ i_
&1
j ) i<r
1r + .
As in [6], we now employ Popescu’s idea of performing column operations
on this matrix, whereas the technique of [10] would have been to do row
operations.
Subtract N_n+1j } _
&1
j times the first column from the j th column, for
2 jr. This gives ;(&n)=
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}
%(&n, _ 1) %(&n, _ 1 } _ &12 )&N_
n+1
2 %(&n, _ 1) _
&1
2 } } }
%(&n, _ 2) %(&n, _ 2 } _ &12 )&N_
n+1
2 %(&n, _ 2) _
&1
2 } } }
b b } } }
%(&n, _ r&1) %(&n, _ r&1 } _ &12 )&N_
n+1
2 %(&n, _ r&1) _
&1
2 } } }
1 1&N_n+12 } _
&1
2 } } }
} } } %(&n, _ 1 } _ &1r )&N_
n+1
r %(&n, _ 1) _
&1
r
} .} } } %(&n, _ 2 } _ &1r )&N_n+1r %(&n, _ 2) _&1r} } } b} } } %(&n, _ r&1 } _ &1r )&N_n+1r %(&n, _ r&1) _&1r
} } } 1&N_n+1r } _
&1
r } _
&1
r
Note that, except for the first column, the entries of the last matrix are
integral by Proposition 3. Now we multiply the first column by
: # Ann$(n+1) and claim that these entries also become integral. Note
that since : # Z[G$], :%(&n, _ i) equals the _ i -part of :%(&n). But
: # Ann(n+1), by Proposition 4. Thus by Proposition 3$, :%(&n, _ i) #
Z[G]. So the entries in the first column become integral upon multiplication
by the element :, as claimed. This allows us to conclude that :;(&n) # Z[G].
On closer inspection, one sees that after multiplying the first column by
: # Ann$(n+1)/Ann(n+1), the entire last row will lie in Ann(n+1), and
thus expanding the determinant across the last rows show that
:; # Ann(n+1). K
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